New Scientific Model Add's Fuel to the Evidence That Genetic Engineering Threatens
"Self-Organization" in DNA
GMO - Genetically Modified Organizism - New Summary for Decision Makers July 30, 2001 - Amsterdam, The Netherlands
It must be agonizing for compassionate government and United Nations leaders to make
decisions about the future of DNA, knowing full well that either way millions of people are
now starving to death and billions may follow them. Immense political subterfuge as well as
multi-national corporate fortunes have lined up squarely in support of GMO against relatively
underfunded conscientious academics like those 445 Scientists who recently signed the..
Could the the Charge Radiance of The “Magnetic X”
Chromosome, depend of how
well it is nested in a braid
structure like a piezoelectric
slinky?

Open Letter from World Scientists to All Governments Concerning Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) at Institute of Science in Society , http://www.i-sis.org/ - Signed by 445 scientists
from 54 countries
*
The scientists are e xtremely concerned about the hazards of GMOs to biodiversity, food safety, human
and animal health, and demand a moratorium on environmental releases in accordance with the precautionary
principle. *
They are opposed to GM crops that intensify corporate monopoly, exacerbate inequality and
prevent the essential shift to sustainable agriculture that can provide food security and health around the
world. *
They demand a ban on patents of life-forms and living processes which threaten food security,
sanction biopiracy of indigenous knowledge and genetic resources and violate basic human rights and dignity. *
They demand more support on research and development of non-corporate, sustainable agriculture that can
benefit family farmers all over the world.
This letter was submitted to many governments and international forums including: -World Trade Organization
Conference in Seattle (November 30 – Dec. 2, 1999) *
UN Biosafety Protocol Meeting in Montreal (24 –
28, Jan. 2000) * UN Commission on Sustainable Development Conference on Sustainable Agriculture in New
York (April 24-May 5, 2000) *UN Convention on Biological Diversity Conference in Nairobi (May 16-24,
2000) *United States Congress (29 June, 2000) * US National Academy of Science (16 April, 2001)

We can only urge the deciding leaders they MUST in good conscious read the huge body of
academic literature about GMO hazard assembled by Dr.Mae-Wan Ho in her "Genetic Engineering-Dream or Nightmare: Brave New World of Bad Science and Big Business", and their
related Institute of Science in Society , http://www.i-sis.org/
The purpose of this document is to update leaders with a perhaps even more radical and far
reaching concern about genetic engineering as it is now practiced.
Could DNA be in fact literally self-organizing and self-aware by virtue of the geometry
of it's "wratchet and braid" and if so, what does the re-splicing and re-spacing of codon
groups do to that self steering ability?
Two years ago, Dr. Depak Chopra invited Systems Engineer and Biofeedback Inventor,
Daniel Winter to present a new theory at their LaJolla, CA lab. Dr. Chopra had already concluded that SELF-REFERENCE was the limiting and defining condition of SELF AWARENESS and therefore consciousness. Winter’s co-presenter there, Martin Wuttke ( iffm.org )
had already shown that neurofeedback based on this harmonic inclusiveness theory, did
sustainably aid in eliminating ADDICTION and Attention Deficit, clinically. After his presentation there, Chopra and his research director Dr. David Simon, indeed concluded that
Winter had in fact found a way - by analyzing harmonics - to MEASURE that SELF-REFERENCE and thus measure SELF ORGANIZATION in wave function.
Since that time, Winter has successfully invented, and offered to the world his technology of
measuring SELF-AWARENESS - as applied specifically to the heart. His invention - the
HEARTLINK ( www.heartbeat2000.com , www.soulinvitation.com/sbheart1.html ,
www.heartphire.com ) measures internal COHERENCE and something he calls EMBEDDING in the heart's harmonic music. (power spectra of EKG ). He found that when people are
feeling open and blissful - literally compassion, their heart's voltage sings a chord which
chooses a measureable musical fundamental based on the Golden Mean Ratio, and not Octave
powers of 2. This also turned out to be a way to measure the "FRACTALITY" or simple harmonic inclusiveness in the Heart Rate "Variability" which Dr. Dardik of the Olympic
Medical committee showed statistically correlates with ended MOST KNOWN CHRONIC
DISEASES ! ( www.soulinvitation.com/dardik , www.soulinvitation.com/dimple ).
So what does this Heart “EMBEDDING” theory have to do with the surival of DNA?

Well recently Winter has extended his model to suggest that in
fact Golden Ratio harmonics are the key to EMBEDDING in
general, and therefore the key to self-organization out of chaos,
FOR ALL WAVE SYSTEMS. You see it just happens that DNA
as a wave structure has more Golden Ratio nesting in it, than just
about any structure alive. First, Winter's theory of Artificial
Intelligence based on the harmonics of perfect embedding or
nesting, was written up for a University in Portugal ( 71 Pages
being re-translated at soulinvitation.com/fred ) .
Then Winter traveled to genetic engineering research centers in
half a dozen or so countries proposing his model for testing (
Decode Genetics, Iceland ; Gene Control s.a. Geneva ; Genetic
Lab, Univ Basel, etc.) .
What Winter is saying is simple to summarize, tho it is helpful to
see the pictures. He contends that the wave organization of DNA
by being so Golden Mean based, or recursive, or 'fractal' allows
it's nesting structure to BRAID itself in such a way as to produce
IMPLOSION (the opposite of explosion).

The T

The Programming Language appears to be quantum wave
harmonic interferece, which musically precisely requires the
SPACING of the CODONS which geneticists currently call
JUNK!!
Imagine that your local genetic engineer thought he understood
thePROGRAMMING LANGUAGE of DNA, when really he
had only cracked the lo level ‘machine code’ and was still unaware that higher level programming languages like BASIC and
C++ even existed for the CODONS! Imagine if the way DNA
conveyed information as wave function was with grouping of
codons whose wave mechanics were quantum and faster than
light. (See William Pensinger’s faster than light wave mechanics
in DNA at http://www.soulinvitation.com/magneticx ) .There is
an entire book in the genetics literature based on this idea that hi
signal to noise ratio exists in DNA as a carrier, BECAUSE OF
“CONTEXT DEPENDANCY” (Braiding). (See “Grammatical
Man-Information,Entropy,Language and Life” by Jeremy
Campbell.).
In the Helical Braid of DNA

Orderly Nesting of Thread Braided into...

String, Braided into..

Rope, Braided into..
Very Fat Rope...

Produces IMPLOSION - ONLY IF THE SPACING DNA (which is NOT JUNK DNA)....

Remains in Natures Original Place!

Winter contends that DNA responds as an sonic electric SLINKY
by BRAIDING in response to current HEART SOUND emotion.
He even suggested the studied which MEASURED this effect of
the heart ‘bliss’ coherence on DNA. ( soulinvitation.com/rein )

BLISS

He suggests that DNA is literally programmed by emotion. This
happens as active sites get access to outer RNA BECAUSE OF
THE WAY DNA HAS NESTED SONICALLY IN IT”S BRAID
RESPONSE TO HEART and GLAND SOUNDS. He believes
this may answer the mystery of how intense emotions switch on
and off active sites within genes. He further insists that the BLISS
process which native tribes practiced in DANCE etc. in this way
of braiding in added CHARGE or spin density, provide COHERENCE and literally feed the immune system via genes nesting.
In summary, the elegance of millions of years to structurally space
‘Recursive NON DESTRUCTIVE COMPRESSION, the codons in groups based on implosion, is probably what makes
Perfect Adding and Multiplying of Waves genes coherently superluminal - that is faster than light. It is
’Golden Heterodyning
Winter’s contention that sustaining this tornado faster than
The TOP DOWN VIEW of DNA is 10 Golden Mean Spirals
When the BRAIDING happens in UNDISTURBED DNA the speed of light up the zipper of DNA by implosion, is how

DNA acquires spiritual qualities like memory thru death etc.
This fire in the worm of DNA measured by recursion happening, is according to Winter clearly the way DNA becomes self
steering as a wave.

You are urged to read the scientific outline of Winter’s approach to
measuring when DNA loses coherence and loses embedding at
www.soulinvitation.com/decode If it is indeed possible to measure when DNA becomes less organized as a wave, then clearly
our genetic engineers are
Now let us apply this insight practically to today’s genre of genetic
engineered foodstuffs. For one thing, the practical notion of what
determines when DNA is losing coherence, internal fractality, and
BLISS process- ‘ignites’ the blood.. Coherent sound and UV
ability to self-organize, desperately needs to be recognized. There
from DNA would prove this by harmonic analysis
are many books such as “The Gaia Hypothesis” and “Willed
Mutation of the Species”, which suggest very strongly that our
collective genetic evolution, and genome as a wave body, are selfsteering, and possessed of will and intent. Are we so naive as to
believe there is not some structural relationship between the
BRAID in our DNA and the ability of it’s wave mechanics to
create self-awareness.
What Winter is saying may be summarized in the following
parable: The Shaman walks out from his town to meet an approaching TORNADO quite aware that if he does not pursuade it
to change it’s path, it will destroy his village. In the INCA way,
the Shaman consciously sends a magnetic current out from his
belly, saying he is “EATING THE HOOCHA (the ‘ANGER” / that
which is NOT SHAREABLE?) of the approaching tornado.
Specifically he is choosing by compassion, to FEEL FOR THE
TORNADO magnetically, more than it feels for itself. (Winter
claims that embedding can be measured in the Heart or in any
wave system). Once the tornado falls in love with the Shaman, it
follows him around just like a puppy would.
Winter suggests that ability to steer tornadoes, happens when you
screw yourself into their electrical center of gravity by embedding.
If ever there was a structure designed to EMBED by nesting, it is
the Golden Mean geometry of DNA! If we fractionate and deorganize the wave nature of our genes now, without realizing

Here, brain and
heart harmonics
are analyzed in
phase, revealing
emotions peak
coherence moments are
measureable and
teachable
(see”HeartLink”).
Exactly the same
measures of the
spectral emissions of DNA
could show
genetic engineers
when DNA loses
internal coherence, AND when
it departs from
the music of
Golden Ratio self
organizing
EMBEDDING!

genes were designed to do - we clearly threaten the survival of memory for our entire race.
From this perspective, getting memory thru death if an experiment in non-destructive compression in the core of
DNA. If the coherence engendered by lifetimes of embedable memory keeps the braid or FIRE or implosion in
DNA, then the wave continues thru light speed, and travels in time. Winter is proposing a physics for ‘ensoulment’
based on IMPLOSION in DNA.
This new wave mechanical ideal for genetic research, does not of itself say that no genetic manipulation is acceptable, it is rather one more compelling reason why we must urgently develop new criterion measuring success in
DNA.
Since genetic material emits sonic, UV, infrared, and other spectra at various times during it’s cycle, implementing
this system of harmonic analysis is straight forward. What is clear though is the need for governments to quickly
re-strain genetic manipulation until such time as the concept of what makes DNA self-aware as a wave imploding
can be understood even minimally.
Sustainability as a wave requires embedding. Dardik (ref above) proved this for the heart. HeartLink measures it.
Sustainability as a wave is also necessary for DNA. We now realize that disease relationship to heart arrhythmia
was hidden until we looked at this ‘superlooping’ or nesting in heart harmonics. It appears rather clear that we can
only survive as a species if we understand this same principle for DNA. EMBED or DIE.
What is elegant about this new model is that it is so easily measureable and testable. If the DNA gains in coherence, and embedding, then it can penetrate and steer into it’s wave environment, and thus self-organize.
Can we afford not to tell our genetic engineers what a soul is? Can we afford not to know how ave implosion into
self-organizing self-awareness applies to DNA?
Data has already been gathered showing food production can keep up without our current GMO, now there is new
and compelling additional logic to re-assess when DNA loses order. Our genes can be self-aware only if we are.

